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EcoGranite cobbles,
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Formpave EcoGranite is an environmental alternative to the use of freshly quarried granite and contains up to
77% recycled materials. Advantages over natural granite are price, ease to laying, consistent joint width,
pedestrian friendly, surface finish exposes sparkling granite and excellent slip-skid resistance
EcoGranite is available under two colour ranges: Cornish and Royal Deeside; both consist of cobbles, setts, long-setts
and paving.
EcoGranite is totally flexible and enables the specifier to produce designs tailored to individual needs from traditional
formal coursing to a more random formation.
EcoGranite cobbles are produced in a 60 or 80mm thickness in a 100x100mm module. They can be coursed or laid in
more unusual patterns such as circles or flanders fans.
EcoGranite setts have the distinctive appearance of natural granite setts used throughout the country. 48 separate
paving blocks are used to provide 0.75m2 of paving and are delivered in a standard laying pattern, which can be
varied.
EcoGranite long-setts have been created to replicate the long setts traditionally used in historic Cornish villages and
cities such as Truro. They are supplied in a 80mm thickness in a blend of 3 different lengths and are designed to be
laid randomly.
EcoGranite paving offers an alternative to the often repetitive use of slabs and small element paving. There is a
variable coursing width of 225 and 275mm, each layer contains 12 separate paving blocks of 7 various sizes are
delivered in a standard laying pattern which can be varied to suit individual designs. Paving is manufactured in a 70 or
80mm thickness as standard. A 100mm thickness is available to special order.
EcoGranite kerb system, edging and starter circles have been specially designed to complement the range and are
available in Cornish and Royal Deeside colours with a bush-hammered finish.
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Use: Roads and footpaths on commercial, industrial and domestic sites.
Spacing nibs: 1.5mm nibs are incorporated within the block dimensions, to standardise joint widths.
Aggregate/skid resistant: The granite aggregate and the bush hammered finish gives excellent slip skid resistance.

